Case Study - Network Outage Notiﬁcations
AT A GLANCE

Company:
• Amdocs
• 20,000+ employees worldwide
• Customers in the Americas, APAC,
and EMEA
• 7,000 employees in India
• Six oﬃces in India
Industry:
• Telecommunications
• Technology Services
• Outsourcing
Needs:
• Improved communications of
network outages
• Improved communication of system
outages to selected staﬀ
• Data security
Solution:
• Automated triggering of network or
system outage alerts
• Alerts triggered through web or
mobile network
• Alerts delivered to selected
employees
Benefits:
• Fewer calls to the IT helpline
• Communication not impacted by
network state
• Easy to initiate the automated
workﬂow

Mobile IT Notifications Keep Amdocs
Employees In the Know
With more than six billion people communicating via mobile devices, the most
immediate and reliable way for enterprises to deliver important information is via
the mobile channel. Today a growing number of enterprises are looking to mobile
to deliver emergency alerts and down system notiﬁcations, and to improve a wide
variety of business processes that have a high impact on employee productivity.
In this case study we look at a challenge faced by many enterprises that need to
communicate mission-critical information to their employees.

Challenge
The IT department of Amdocs-India was looking to improve how it communicated
with employees about system and network outages. In the case where a system
was down, employees ﬂooded the IT department with calls to ﬁnd out what
happened and when the problem would be resolved.
If a complete network failure were to occur, employees would not be reachable
via their IP-based desk phones or email, making it impossible for the IT team
to eﬃciently communicate with employees. There was no mechanism for the IT
department to update employees on problem status and resolution time. Also,
employees did not have any mechanism to reach the IT teams.

Solution
Amdocs-India chose to implement the solution on the OpenMarket Mobile
Engagement Platform. The platform enabled Amdocs to design an alert service
in which alerts can be initiated two ways. Usually an IT administrator will initiate
an alert manually using the platform’s messaging service UI. But when network
operations are impacted, the administrator can text a keyword to the system
(hosted by OpenMarket) to initiate an alert. The solution supports multiple
keywords to allow the administrator to alert speciﬁc groups of employees, such
as managers only, the IT team, or other selected groups.
Due to the success of the OpenMarket solution, Amdocs is looking to utilize
mobile engagement in other business operations such as disaster management,
HR services, learning services, and special events.

“The ability to reach employees immediately on their mobile devices
has deﬁnitely solved the problems we
were having. Now if we experience a
system or network outage, employees are kept informed even if their
desktop workstations are aﬀected by
the outage. And the alert service has
stopped the ﬂood of phone calls to the
helpline. Employees have been very
satisﬁed with the new service.”
– Tushar Dingale, Network Outage
Center Manager

Results & Benefits
The IT outage alert service was an immediate success and a great step forward.
By using the OpenMarket platform’s user-friendly interface, standard message
templates and robust logic engine, Amdocs-India was able to eﬀectively
communicate with employees within seconds.
According to Tushar Dingale, Network Outage Center Manager, “The ability to
reach employees immediately on their mobile devices has deﬁnitely solved the
problems we were having. Now if we experience a system or network outage,
employees are kept informed even if their desktop workstations are aﬀected by
the outage. And the alert service has stopped the ﬂood of phone calls to the
helpline. Employees have been very satisﬁed with the new service.”

About OpenMarket
OpenMarket, a subsidiary of Amdocs, powers mobile business. We provide a comprehensive set of mobile solutions for enterprises to engage and transact with their
customers via the mobile channel. Clients depend on OpenMarket for our superior domain expertise, global scale, demonstrated performance, and industry leading reliability.
OpenMarket’s intelligent, integrated platform provides deep mobile operator connections with global network reach. For more information, visit www.openmarket.com.
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